
      Lemnorians
   
   Federation members native to the Beta Quadrant, Lemnorians tower above most other 
species, even when sitting down.  Lemnorians occupy themselves as traders, merchants, 
diplomats, scientists, and even Starfleet personnel, though they prefer and require larger 
spaces than most in order to be comfortable.

Personality
   Lemnorians run the same gamut of personality types as any other species, from 
cheerfully gregarious with a lusty joie de vivre to the serious, and somber and everything 
in between.  
   Lemnorians prefer open, airy spaces and find most human habitats uncomfortable and 
even confining.

Physiology       
  Lemnorians stand almost three meters tall, with the bulk to match their height.  Extra joints in 
their arms and legs make them agile to match their considerable strength.  
   Lemnorian physiology is markedly different from other humanoids.  Their bodies are covered 
with a short fur ranging in color from orange to black.  They possess a number of organs which 
humans do not (and vice-versa) and possess blood which is orange-ish in color.
   The massive size and bulk typical of Lemnorians makes the use of standard equipment and 
computer interfaces awkward, and (wherever possible) accommodations are made.   The 
substitutes are generally functionally identical to standard-issue, but sized for Lemnorian hands.

Species Adjustment
+1 Control, Daring, Fitness

Trait:  Lemnorian.   Lemnorians are a vaguely simian species native to the Beta Quadrant.   Much 
larger than other humanoid species, Lemnorians stand nearly three meters tall and tower over 
other races even when sitting down.  Lemnorians are physically powerful, possessing great 
strength as well as extra arm and leg joints, which render them very flexible and agile.

Talents:
Burly, but Agile-  Lemnorians possess extra joints which allow them more flexibility when 

moving, giving them a bonus d20 to Task rolls involving climbing or movement in 
zero-gravity.  Conversely, their large size means that spaces which humans consider 
“adequate” are cramped or even confining to Lemnorians.  

Notes
  Lemnorians are mentioned in scant detail in the TOS novels “The Vulcan Academy Murders” 
and “The IDIC Epidemic” by Jean Lorrah.  
   This author envisions them looking somewhat like the character “Beast Man” from the 
Masters Of The Universe franchise- though considerably taller.


